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Learning Outcomes

● To have an awareness of Art’s current place in curriculum

● To have an overview of the key elements of the Art 

curriculum 

● To consider Progression, Differentiation and Assessment

● Understanding approaches to Planning

● To have practical solutions to the challenges of organising 

an Art session and resourcing

● To consider how to explore art works and learn about 

artists with children



What is Art?

Really looking- seeing things differently

Creating

Making sense of the world- emotional response? (Eisner 

2004)



How is art created?

Realistic interpretation

Expression of emotion

Use of symbol  (Eisner 2004)



What are the reasons for Art?

Is art Education:

1. Discipline based art education

2. Visual culture

3. Creative problem solving

4. Creative self expression

5. As preparation for work

6. Cognitive consequence and subtlety

7. To promote academic performance

8. Integrated learning opportunity?



What is the value of Art?

Eisner suggests art experiences help children to

1. Pay attention to relationships

2. Be flexible

3. Use materials

4. Shape form to express

5. Exercise imagination

6. Learn to frame the world from an aesthetic perspective



KEY ELEMENTS  

● Line

● Colour

● Shape

● Form

● tone

● Pattern

● Texture

which looks 

like...

● Drawing

● Painting

● Clay

● Papier mache

● Junk-

modelling

● Print-making

● Collage

● textiles/ 

weaving



KEY PROCESSES and SKILLS 

● Perceive

● Develop

● Investigate

● Produce

● Present

● Review

● Discuss

which looks 

like...

● galleries/ 

photocopies

● Sketching

● Topic work

● ‘Doing their 

own version’

● Making 

something 

‘inspired by’

● Work on 

display



Progression, Differentiation and 

Assessment
● Drawing



Progression, Differentiation and 

Assessment
● Painting



Progression, Differentiation and 

Assessment
● Collage



Progression, Differentiation and 

Assessment



Planning

● Medium term plan- topic links?  

Skills? End outcome?

● Artwork/artist, final piece, display● Artwork/artist, research (including 

cultural context), trial 

techniques,final piece, display, 

Evaluation



ORGANISING ART LESSONS

● Demonstrations and examples

● Art lessons/ illustrations in other lessons

● Preparation

● Health and safety

● Resourcing

● Tidying up



Exploring Artworks



Exploring Artworks



Exploring Artworks

● Do your research but avoid cliches

● Don’t oversimplify the meaning behind a painting- it is 

better to say nothing

● The first question should always be ‘What can you see?’

● Be aware of children’s reality...and yours

● Think about what you want the children to gain/ do- try 

and match your media to the style



Break



A (very) Brief History Of Art

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1lQ3vL3Dy1j5VFSDTmhTxoEQ0iH05Ksn8/view


Practical tasks-building a 

sketchbook
● Be disciplined- put it all in your sketchbook

● Keep one for children’s work too

● Don’t be embarrassed- children are impressed by 

everything you do

● Work your way round the tasks, creating a 

double page for each technique

● Leave some space to add to the scrapbook

● Something you haven’t tried before? Something 

you are confident with?
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